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About This Game

Nice minimal casual game about Froggy & Co.
Move through an endless level full of different dangers and collect coins. Among the obstacles you will meet flying a
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Another all-too-common Zero Effort Asset Flip from the Unity Asset Store to make a quick buck. Here's the Asst kit they
simply purchased and exported up to Steam here as their own game:
https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/?stay#!/content/29032 Here's my video review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTMyoRPQ4vo It might be fine for the price, IF the developer actually finished this game,
but he didn't. He couldn't even be bothered to put an "EXIT GAME" option anywhere and this forces you to need to force an
exit via your windows task manager just to quit the game. Ugh. Also because it's just a base foundation asset kit sold to help a
developer learn unity or start making their own game, this has all the common asset kit incomplete game problems such as
invisible walls and no achievements or high scores uploaded to Steam. Avoid at all costs. NOT RECOMMENDED.
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